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LONG TERM OBJECTIVES  
 Measure the flow structure and turbulence within a Naval, 
i l t j tax a  wa er e  pump.
Create a database for benchmarking and validation of parallel 
computational efforts.
Address flow and turbulence modeling issues that are unique to 
this complex environment. 
Measure and model flow phenomena affecting cavitation within the         
pump and its effect on pump performance.   
Thi t ti f it ti h d s presen a on ocuses on cav a on p enomena an  








FACILITY: For flow diagnostics and observations on cavitation, it is 
essential to have an unobstructed optical access to every section         
Pump blades (rotor and stator) are made of 
acrylic.
During PIV measurements, the test facility 
contains a concentrated solution of NaI in 
water, which has the same optical refractive 
index as the blades.









 The pump is driven by a 60HP AC motor through a 4.45cm 
diameter shaft. The shaft is supported by bearings at three points.
 Honeycombs (flow straighteners) are installed in the settling 









WATERJET PUMP Rotor tip diameter: 305mm, Tip clearance: 0.7mm.
Number of rotor blades: 7
Number of stator blades:11
Selected flow conditions: 
N=900 RPM
Flow rate   [Q] 0.157 m3s-1
Flow coefficient [φ = 2πQΩ-1D-3] 0 37     .
Head coefficient   [ψ = (2π)2gH·(ΩD)-2] 1.7
































A bubble train 












clearance Utip is the impeller tip speed 
pinlet is the mean pressure 

































to tip leakage 








BUBBLES CROSSING TO SUCTION    
SIDE AT MID BLADE
• At mid-chord, bubbles cross the tip clearance, and are entrained
i t th ti l k t d l i i th ti idn o e p ea age vor ex eve op ng n e suc on s e
5mm








TIP LEAKAGE VORTEX MIGRATION AND BREAKUP
• The tip leakage vortex migrates to the pressure side of following
blade.
5mm
• Adverse pressure gradient causes vortex breakup/bursting.
TLV shortly 
after rollup
TLV of previous 
bl d ft
(σ = 0.33)









SHEET CAVITATION IN TIP GAP
• Sheet cavitation occurs in the tip gap, demonstrating the strength 
of the tip leakage flow.
(σ = 0.26)




























Early Stage – Instantaneous Flow – s = 0.56c
The tip clearance 
backflow collides 


















Miorini et al. 2009
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